Welcome to a new year and a completely
revamped Fumble Newszine. The changes
are more than just cosmetic. We have
moved things around but we have also
worked towards a greater integration with
our key support gaming group, the Knights
of Misspent Youth (KOMY). Fumble
began all those years ago as a newsletter
for KOMY, and while it will retain a
commercial element, the focus will largely
be on our intrepid Knights and the games
they play. Featured articles will offer an
insight into general gaming and we may
digress from time to time, but the majority
of Fumble’s content will be geared
towards the support and promotion of
KOMY. The Newszine has come full
circle, and perhaps some would say it is
about time. Our readership has grown but
that is largely in part due to the interaction
and support of the Knights of Misspent
Youth.
Now for a note on the cover – the six
figures depicted represent the six founding
Characters of the Company of the
Goodies: Hest Sciprar, David the Gnome,
Pugnacious Roundstone, John Doe, Serf
Shadowwynde and Noddy Thanatos. They
hold a very special place in the history of
KOMY. Those Characters were also
represented by some of the founding
members of our featured gaming group.
Many more have come and gone. Most
have stayed the course. I love those
moments when we get to look back, and
remember the times we shared. They help
to us to anticipate the future with no doubt
that we will be here for many years to
come.
This issue is packed from cover to
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cover, so much so that we had to expand
on the number of planned pages. I suppose
it is nice that we have so much material on
hand, but the danger in filling an issue to
the brim is that we need to be mindful of
the content needed for the next issue.
Saying that, we finally have a backlog of
material to include and while there is still
much to do and we will never have enough
articles, the flexibility of a digital issue
allows us to change the size to suit our
needs and that of our readers. Our
minimum page count from cover to cover
is 24 pages. Our maximum is 36. We like
to think of anything outside of this range
as too little or too much. For all of those
who gave their input into improving
Fumble, both the physical changes and in
how the Newszine is distributed, thank you
for taking the time to provide us with your
feedback. Do feel free to comment on our
new layout, the content, and anything to do
with KOMY, BDP or gaming in general.
Our next issue will be with you in May
2015, and this is a themed issue with a
deadline that is necessarily set in stone. I
like time critical events. They help to keep
us focused.
Until next issue,
The Master Sage
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THE COMPANY OF THE GOODIES PART II

From the outset, I want to make one thing
clear – David Gryzibaldivedudozouldidrr
did die a lot, but it was over the course of
several campaigns. What should also be
noted is that the unfortunate adventurer
(and he was an adventurer) was a Fighter,
and he defended his companions, friends
and those in need. He was brave to a fault
and ultimately survived, only to become a
pale shadow of his former self, until his
body was remade by the infamous Doctor
Mordenheim in the Domain of Lamordia
in Ravenloft. In the aftermath of his
resurrection he never shied away from
being legendary. He was not the only hero
in the Company of the Goodies with a
colourful or tarnished background. Hest
Sciprar became addicted to Dreamweed, a
curious narcotic that enhanced physical
attributes while diminishing mental
faculties, the latter of which could become
permanent with prolonged usage. Only
through the intervention of Noddy
Thanatos was Hest forced to overcome his
need for the weed. The most wonderful
thing about the Characters in the Company
of the Goodies was that they were not
automatons or form personalities. They
were the embodiment of living, breathing
extensions of their Players, with flair, fear,
and each with his own flaws or
idiosyncrasies that added to the quality of
the roles being played and the story as a
whole. They were, quite simply put,
Characters to be remembered. While the
story moves the campaign, these
Characters embodied the spirit of the story
and added to the moments, making it all
seem more real. We laugh, we cry, we love
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sharing the moments, we despise the
antagonists – but we also remember.
The first and second campaigns set the
tone for the Company of the Goodies but it
was the third that tempered them against
the darkness and all that was yet to come.

The fragments of the Stone of Isis remade
The third campaign also represented a
significant undertaking as it required all of
the respective pieces to come together over
a long period of time. Staying the course
was important. The risk to the game was
rife with potential for failure. The gamble
paid off and this now represents a huge
part of the Goodies history. None of the
Company of the Goodies will ever forget
Strahd Von Zarovich, or Doctor Victor
Mordenheim. This campaign also led to
one of the most underappreciated acts of
heroism from a Player’s Character, to save
the others when they faced off against the
Ghost of Staunton Bluffs. Juno Thallarion,
nephew of Filiare gave his life to buy his
companions time. After defeating the
Ghost, they looted Juno’s body and barely
took the time to acknowledge his sacrifice.
The moment was as tragic as it was
endearing and it was one that they have
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never been forced to face retribution for in
all the time since the loss of Juno. There
were other moments, such as the Agony of
Moonblight when David the Gnome
embraced the darkness in a solo mission to
save the demented Druid, but it was Juno’s
sacrifice that always embodied the greatest
failure of the Goodies to date.
The interludes in this campaign were
just as important as the main theme,
recovering the Stone of Isis, and none
more so than a revisit to the infamous
House of Tears, the former home of
another arch-Nemesis, Claudia Harker.

with him and did not announce his intent.
He returned to Faerun alone, safe in the
knowledge that he had escaped. He could
not be sure that those he left behind would
endure, and seemed forever motivated by
self-interest. The Goodies have never to
this day forgiven him, and the rift has
grown in the intervening years. John Doe’s
departure was viewed as an act of
cowardice, but in truth, it had very little to
do with fear or sentiment. The Goodies
had served his interests and were simply of
no more use.

First Floor of the House from Part VII: Shadowlands
Ground Floor of the House from Part VII: Shadowlands

These are moments that defined the
survival and endurance of the Goodies.
The Keep of Knightmoon that carried the
companions through each test and offered
a safe harbour was a gift within the
darkness and testified to the hand of fate in
this forced expedition into the Domain of
Dread. Somewhere along the way, one of
the founder members of the Company of
the Goodies departed in a scene of
unrivalled larceny and betrayal. John Doe
took his portion of the treasures (and
perhaps a few more) gathered on their
journey and escaped Ravenloft. He did not
attempt to bring any of his companions
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In the end, the Goodies recovered all
twelve pieces of the Stone of Isis, only to
face their most despised enemy, Savikil, in
an epic end to a campaign that was to have
lasting repercussions. Noddy Thanatos
became immortal. The other Goodies
donned the rings of timelessness and they
would never age, but each of the lesser
rings was tied to Noddy’s and he could
summon the others to him if needed. The
thought of the wild Elf having all this
power was a little unsettling but the
Goodies had come through an overwhelming and prolonged darkness. Noddy
holding the master ring did not seem as
important or as dangerous after all they
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endured to escape the domain of dread,
Ravenloft. The Stone of Isis Campaign
was a significant part of that which made
the Company of the Goodies heroes. The
Characters defied the odds and the Players
the test of endurance in staying with a
story that was well worth the outcome. Isis
was a major event but it was not the end.

mood of the scenes being presented to the
Players of the Characters of the Goodies.
The detail in the story only added to the
sinister overtones and enjoyment but it
made the scenes live as the Players became
embroiled in episodes of true horror, all at
once subtle and brutal.

The Halfling House from Part VIII: Field of Screams

Attic Floor of the House from Part VII: Shadowlands

Campaign Three: Quest for the Stone of Isis
Part I: House of Strahd
Part II: Night of the Walking Dead
Part III: The Headless Horseman
Part IV: The Ghost of Staunton Bluffs
Part V: Interlude to Death
Part VI: Serpent of Evil
Interlude I: Spirit Walk
Part VII: Shadowlands
Interlude II: A Test of Faith
Part VIII: Field of Screams
Interlude III: Buffy the Vampire Slayer
Part IX: The Marie Celeste
Interlude IV: Sanctuary
Interlude V: The Agony of Moonblight
Part X: The Rats of Richemulot
Part XI: Adam’s Wrath
Interlude VII: The House of Tears Again
Part XII: City of the Damned

Props and visual aids were used
throughout this Campaign to enhance the
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The Stone of Isis campaign had
everything. The images shown in this
article are but a snippet of those used in the
presentation of the story. They show some
of the detail but they do not portray the
heroism of the Goodies in overcoming
seemingly insurmountable obstacles.

The Ship from Part IX: The Marie Celeste

Bravery in the face of true horror became
an everyday consequence of surviving in
Ravenloft with a campaign that culminated
in the same vein that was evident
throughout the story. In the end it was all
about surviving the ordeal.

This column is dedicated to the Knights of
Misspent Youth gaming group. This issue
we continue with Alan Kelly’s D&D 4th
Edition game updates as well as catching
up on the scenario from D&D Original,
Darker Still, played at Warp Con XXV.
Unfortunately, we did not have space to
bring you an update on the scenario D&D
ALL, Confrontation.
Dungeons & Dragons 4th Edition
Dungeon Master: Sir Alan of Kelly
Cast of Characters
Barnabe – Human Fighter
Sir Michael of Mahony
Bronson Axefoot – Halfling Barbarian
Sir Paul of Mason
Eli – Human Rogue
Sir Bryan of Hegarty
Fayce – Goliath Barbarian
Sir Michael of Heffernan (MJ)
Finnan – Halfling Fighter
Sir Fergal of Moore
Hannibus – Elven Cleric
Sir William of Shea (Liam)
Murdokulus – Human Wizard
Sir Martin of Mason
Splug – Goblin Cleric
Squire Luke of Shea
Rendil – Gnome Bard
Squire Dane of Shea
Session 28: November 12, 2014
The A Company
Thunderspire Labyrinth – Well of Demons
Players at this session: Liam, Luke,
Michael, Martin, MJ, Bryan and Fergal.

After defeating the Gnolls and Hyenas in
the barracks the party barricaded
themselves into one of the rooms, but
before they got a chance to rest, Hannibus
saw a large shimmering figure next to him,
which quickly became more and more
solid.
A Balgura Demon appeared in front of
him, but without hesitation Hannibus
struck it with his maul. After attacks from
the rest of the party the Demon was
quickly overwhelmed and faded away.
A little shaken up the party took turns to
rest and keep watch before continuing their
search of the Well of Demons. During this
rest period the ancient spirit of a Minotaur
priest attempted to possess the weakest
willed member of the party (Finnan) and
succeeded. Too weak to take any
immediate actions the spirit rested inside
its new host, biding its time.
Searching the Gnoll barracks they
found a small cache of gold and gems and
in the Hyenas’ cage. Hannibus also found
a magic cloak buried under some hay,
probably from a victim that the Gnolls
chose to feed to their Hyenas. After some
study Murdokulus determined that it was a
cloak of protection and Hannibus told him
he could keep it.
The party continued on to a door at the
side of a long corridor. Eli moved up to
listen hearing the sound of Hyenas yelping
and the sounds of a Dire Boar in pain. Eli
checked that the door was unlocked and
the party gathered outside, ready to attack.
The door was opened. Fayce and Eli
rushed forward. They entered a long room
that the Gnolls were using for archery
practice. The walls were covered with
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faded murals of Minotaurs, fighting
without weapons; against other Minotaurs,
Demons,
Humans,
Dwarves
and
Dragonborn, rending them from head to
toe using their horns, teeth and hands.
At the opposite end of the room five
Gnolls were behind a line of hay bales
shooting arrows at a Dire Boar in a cage, a
chain around its neck staking it to the
ground. Surrounding the cage were five
Hyenas that snapped at the Boar any time
it got too close to the sides of the cage.
Fayce and Eli moved in opposite
directions around the cage and attacked the
Hyenas. Murdokulus and Finnan ran down
the corridor to another door they had
spotted which led directly to the Gnolls
behind the hay bales. Murdokulus
immediately cast fire spells attacking all
the Gnolls at once and setting the hay bales
smouldering, while Finnan charged into
the room to engage the Gnolls.
Moving around the cage Fayce and Eli
(with the help of ranged attacks from the
rest of the party) cut down the Hyenas,
clearing a path for Barnabe to charge the
Gnolls behind the hay bales. Deciding
against trying to vault the now-flaming
bales, Barnabe instead charged straight
into them with his shield, sending a
number of them into the Gnoll archers that
had been using Finnan as a pin cushion.
Now being attacked from two sides, four
of the five archers were quickly put down.
Depending on your point of view, the fifth
one didn’t fare any better. Fayce, annoyed
at being stuck, chopped away at the
Hyenas and bull rushed the last archer,
picking him up and smashing him into the
wall.
This Gnoll awoke with Murdokulus’
dagger up his nose and spent the next hour
in a very confused state. Murdokulus
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first offered pain, slicing his nostrils,
burning and stabbing him. Then he was
treated kindly and comforted, his wounds
tended and healed. Being pretty much
experts in these situations The A Company
had once again indoctrinated a hostile
enemy into becoming a loyal follower.
Murdokulus named him Lazzie.
While all of this was going on the party
took turns to rest, but their respite was
disturbed by images of The Abyss, the
plane below. The Well of Demons was a
tainted place.
The party moved on, entering the
private chambers of a Gnoll priestess of
Yeenoghu (the Demon Prince of Gnolls).
After a quick search of the area they found
two Tieflings sitting at a table drinking tea
and were told by Lazzie which room the
priestess resided in. Fayce and Bronson
burst through the door to attack the
priestess (who quickly summoned a
Balgura Demon to flank them), while
Finnan rushed passed Eli to attack
(unprovoked) the Tieflings. Seeing (and
hearing) that they were outnumbered the
Tieflings immediately turned invisible,
teleporting away to hide in a corner and
wait for the crazed Halfling (Finnan) to
leave. Prior to entering, the party had
briefly considered torching the room to
smoke out the Tieflings but thought it was
more trouble than it was worth. Bronson
knocked the priestess to the ground and
she was quickly dispatched by Fayce. The
Balgura Demon didn’t last long against the
might of these experienced adventurers.
Afterwards, the A Company searched
the area and found a small book bound in
black leather on the demonic altar. Without
touching it directly Murdokulus used
Mage Hand to pick it up and put it into a
sack.

Session 29: November 26, 2014
The A Company
Thunderspire Labyrinth – Well of Demons
Players at this session: Liam, Luke, Dane,
Martin, MJ, Bryan and Fergal.
Now with one of the items mentioned by
the pillars in the Chamber of the Well
(Mask, Bell, Blade, and Tome) the party
moved deeper into the Well of Demons
and down a long, dark passageway until
they came to a chamber with blood
smeared all over the floor. Entering
cautiously, they saw three spectral figures
rising out of the blood, holding their hands
out in greeting. One of the spirits moved
forward a little and introduced herself as
Mendara the Mystic (Elf Wizard), and then
the other two as Valdrog the Brute (Human
Cleric of Kord) and Sir Terris (Dwarf
Paladin of Pelor). After testing the party on
their knowledge and physical abilities, the
spirits agreed that these adventurers might
actually survive what lay ahead and agreed
to help them by imparting information
about the place and answering some
questions.
Following the blood trail to the west the
group moved through a north facing door.
Inside was a small area with a heavy black
curtain blocking their view of what lay
beyond; The Hall of Enforced Introspection. Finnan moved through first. He
saw a large chamber with multiple pillars
hung with mirrors; some vacant and dark,
others showing a skeletal and sickly
reflection of those who dared to gaze
within, and others displaying images from
different areas of the chamber. It was one
of those that Finnan looked into first and
he was immediately teleported to a
different part of the room. Eli went
through the curtain at the same time as
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Finnan looked into one of the black
mirrors and was teleported to the Oubliette
of the Empty Mind, a small chamber with
no way of escape. At the far end of the
chamber he saw a starving Gnoll lying on
the ground who appeared to have noticed
his arrival.
Not hearing anything from Eli or
Finnan, the party as one, rushed through
the curtain. Only Murdokulus managed to
avoid the attack from the mirrors. Finnan
was also attacked by a mirror and was hit
again. Eli was eventually joined by other
members of the party. The Gnoll who was
so looking forward to eating Eli’s face
quickly realised that his time on this world
was short, especially when he saw Fayce
charging towards him with his Greataxe
held high.
Murdokulus closed his eyes and waited
for a minute. Nothing happened. Satisfied
that the mirrors could only attack those
who looked into them he cast Bigby’s Icy
Grasp and used the giant fist to smash
every mirror in the chamber. Doing this
with his eyes closed was a long process but
after a couple of hours of methodically
moving the fist through the chamber, he
was satisfied he had broken all the mirrors.
Opening his eyes he saw another black
curtain blocking his view of the rest of the
room. He used the fist to move the curtain
aside and saw two Skeletons standing next
to an altar. They saw him and closed to
attack. Murdokulus used the fist to grab
one of them and attacked the other with
spells while trying to retreat, but he was
unable to keep this up for long. He knew
that if both Skeletons got within melee
range, he wouldn’t stand a chance, so he
persisted, using the fist to grab and delay
one Skeleton while slowing chipping away
at the other. He got cut by the Skeleton’s
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scimitar multiple times but got lucky and
managed to destroy it before the second
one got free of the fist. After that the
second Skeleton was quickly dispatched.
Murdokulus approached the brass altar
flanked by stone statues of Minotaurs and
on it he saw the Face of Baphomet, a black
wooden mask. He carried out a quick
magical inspection and determined that
anyone who wore the mask would gain
darkvision, but that there would be some
side-effect. He needed more time to
determine what this side-effect would be
so he wrapped the mask in cloth and
placed it in his backpack. He also spotted
the indentation of a Minotaur hand print in
the altar and placing his hand there he
freed his friends from their prison. They
reappeared in the entrance area of the
chamber. A thought occurred to
Murdokulus, if any of them entered the
chamber while he was still within, the
mirror traps could reset along with the
Skeletons and he would be stuck inside. He
immediately ran towards the entrance
shouting for them not to move.
Now the party had 2 of the 4 items they
needed.
Following the trail of blood to the east
they found an altar and a ritual circle (one
of the places Mendara told them they
needed to put the items in). They saw a
groove in the floor going the whole way
around a central chamber with a deep dark
pit and an altar on either side. They passed
through a set of double doors to the west of
the central chamber and entered another
chamber which had several Minotaur
statues within, a couple of which had been
knocked over and destroyed. At the
southern end there was another ritual circle
and to the east was a corridor ending with
double doors.
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The party went down the corridor,
opened the double doors and entered a
scene from the Abyss; the Hall of the
Crimson Whip. They found themselves
standing on a stone platform in the corner
of a huge chamber, overlooking two
massive pools of blood. A stone walkway
just above the surface of the pools divided
the room. Standing on a stone base at the
centre of each pool were huge bronze
Minotaur statues, each holding a long
barbed whip as if about to strike. Two
stones pedestals rose out of the blood at
the far corners of the room. On one
pedestal lay a grey dagger-sized blade, on
the other a matching hilt.
Session 30: January 07, 2015
The A Company
Thunderspire Labyrinth – Well of Demons
Players at this session: Liam, Luke, Dane,
Martin, MJ, Bryan, Paul, Michael and
Fergal.
The party took a minute to take in their
surroundings. They believed the blade and
hilt on the pedestals were probably the
items they needed to complete the ritual
and gain access to the Inner Sanctum.
Murdokulus decided the best way to get
across the blood was to use Tenser’s
Floating Disc, i.e. travel above the surface,
so he began the ritual to create it while the
rest of the party argued about the best
thing to do. Aside from Eli putting his
hand into the blood and feeling the life
being drained from him while being
poisoned (he quickly pulled his hand back)
they failed to come up with a plan.
Murdokulus completed the ritual for the
3 foot wide disc. Fayce stepped onto it,
held Murdokulus in his arms and together
they crossed the blood pool heading
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towards the central walkway. About
halfway across a Demon leapt up from
under the blood and slashed at Fayce’s legs
before diving back down. Fayce managed
to keep his balance as the disc travelled the
rest of the way to the walkway. Stepping
onto it, he put Murdokulus down and
readied his Greataxe for the Demon.
Seconds later it burst from the pool
towards Fayce, who smashed it in the face
with his axe. Between Fayce, Murdokulus
and some ranged attacks from the rest of
the party the demon was quickly
dispatched.
Looking into the next blood pool,
Murdokulus noticed two dark shapes
beneath the surface and attempted to hit
one with a spell; which caused the dark
shapes to move towards the platform and
two more Demons attacked them. Two
proved a lot more difficult to defeat.
Finnan and Eli began to move, planning to
leap from the entrance platform to the
Minotaur statue platform and then jump to
the walkway. Hannibus and Bronson
readied themselves to follow. Finnan
reached the walkway and attacked one of
the Demons but before Eli could move
forward Bronson failed to make the jump
to the Minotaur platform and landed in the
blood. The easternmost Minotaur statue
immediately animated and attacked all the
adventurers in range with its whip,
knocking them towards the poisonous
blood pool. The other Minotaur statue also
began to move.
Hannibus pulled Bronson from the
blood pool and with Eli attacked the east
statue while Barnabe, Rendil and Splug
used ranged attacks on it. They were all hit
multiple times and knocked closer and
closer to the pool; Rendil did get knocked
in and would have died if Splug wasn’t
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there to drag him out.
After the two Demons were defeated,
Fayce made a massive leap across to the
west Minotaur statue while Murdokulus
hopped back onto his floating disc, and
hugging the northern wall, kept out of
range of the Minotaur’s whip. Finnan,
however, also decided he wanted to travel
across on the narrow disc and attempted to
jump onto it, but was blocked by
Murdokulus’ Shield spell. Murdokulus
didn’t fancy a blood bath. Luckily for
Finnan he was wearing his poison resistant
armour and didn’t take any damage from
the blood.
Hannibus, Eli and Bronson destroyed
the east Minotaur statue after only one
more blood swim (Bronson got knocked in
again). Fayce almost got knocked in by his
Minotaur opponent but remembered to use
his Dwarven Greaves to resist the forced
movement and he almost singlehandedly
destroyed the second statue before Barnabe
threw a dagger the whole way across the
chamber to steal the kill.
Murdokulus got the blade, picked Fayce
up on the way to collect the hilt and then
they headed to the set of double doors at
the south end of the hall. The party
regrouped and proceeded through the
doors. They entered a long corridor leading
back to the passageway with the grooved
floor. There were double doors to the south
and they went through these to a room
containing four small pools full of
different coloured liquids. Murdokulus
examined each and determined that these
liquids had different properties:
Yellow: poison
Green: resist poison
Red: cause rage
Blue: no benefit or drawback that he could
determine.

There was also a ritual circle in the
room, the third one they had found so far.
Walking passed the pools the party
exited the room through the southern door
into a corridor which led to the south and
which had double doors straight across
from them. They moved through those
doors into a room with Skeletons chained
to the floor. Moving again into the grooved
corridor they saw a rusted portcullis (open)
to the east with more Skeletons chained
beyond it. At the east wall stood closed
iron doors with a Minotaur skull mounted
above. The party decided that the Inner
Sanctum must be that way so they went
back to the corridor leading south and
opened the doors at the end.
Before them was a room with pillars
formed from piles of bodies which
stretched from floor to ceiling. Gibbering
mouths, darting eyes and squirming arms
ending in taloned hands moved within the
strange columns of flesh. As one, the
forms within the pillars let loose a
mournful howl.
Session 31: January 14, 2015
The A Company
Thunderspire Labyrinth – Well of Demons
Players at this session: Liam, Luke, Dane,
Michael and Fergal.
The party stood and stared at the horrific
scene in front of them. Pillars, literally
made from the still howling and moving
bodies of people; Humans, Elves,
Dwarves, the occasional Halfling and
Gnome, reached out and stared at the party.
They slowly walked into the room, and all
of the eyes on the pillars (that they could
see) turned towards them; and the party
was split up, teleported adjacent to other
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pillars in the room. Finnan was teleported
to a pillar near an altar, on top of which
was a bell. He approached it cautiously.
When he got to within 25 feet of it Demons
came out of each of the pillars in the room;
a large Balgura Demon from the pillar next
to the altar and a Carnage Demon from
each of the other 5 pillars. The Demons
moved to attack the nearest party member
to them. Throughout the ensuing fight the
howling pillars attacked every creature that
got close to them. Their attacks ranged
from spitting acid to grabbing at the
nearest creatures or slashing at them with
talons, emitting maddening babbles,
teleportation (around the room) or pushing
creatures in different directions.
Finnan ran towards the altar, used his
sword to sweep the bell into his bag and
made a run for the exit. A roar came from
the Balgura Demon when it saw Finnan
trying to escape with the bell. This made
the other Demons turned their attention
away from whoever they were attacking
and rush towards Finnan. Thanks to quick
strategic thinking by Rendil and Barnabe,
Finnan was saved from being ganged up
on 5-on-1, as they moved forward to put
themselves between him and some of the
Demons. The Balgura Demon was in range
and focused all of his attention on
smashing Finnan. This allowed others of
the group to get close and attack without
too much danger. Once the Balgura was
defeated the other smaller Demons were
quickly dispatched and the party left the
howling pillars behind.
The party regrouped in the central
chamber while they decided what to do
next. To complete the ritual to open the
door to the Inner Sanctum, they needed to
place each of the items in the four ritual
circles, at the same time. Each took an
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item. Barnabe went to the Sacrificial Cells,
Hannibus to the Temple of Baphomet,
Finnan to the Statue Gallery and Rendil to
the Chamber of Pools. Splug placed
himself at the Central Chamber, made sure
everyone could hear him and did a
countdown so all items would be placed in
the ritual circles at the same time. The
ritual circles lit up and the items placed in
them began to glow and then slowly fade
away. The Proving Grounds activated and
all the doors in the area slammed open.
However, a number of traps in the area
also activated and a loud roar was heard
from the pit in the central chamber - right
behind Splug!
Finnan was in the statue room and a
number of magic crossbow turrets dropped
down from the ceiling. Rendil was in the
pool room and a large vortex appeared
from the blue pool. Hannibus in the room
with the altar to Baphomet saw two
unnatural horrors appear. Barnabe was in
the room with the chained Skeletons which
reanimated and attacked him.
Around the central chamber a large
sphere of force had begun to circle very
quickly. Finnan fled the room with the
crossbow turrets and ran towards the pool
room. Hannibus charged towards the altar
and quickly banished the horrors, while
Rendil used his magic skills to cancel out
the effects of the vortex. Barnabe engaged
the Skeletons, but quickly realised that they
didn’t seem to suffer any effects from
being hit. Splug got attacked by the
Dragon and ran away from it.
Hannibus and Splug joined up with
Barnabe. Hannibus realised that the
Skeletons could also be banished, and the
more damage they inflicted on them the
easier it would be. Seeing that he couldn’t
help with the vortex Finnan also joined the
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others in the room with the Skeletons. The
party tried not to bunch together, forcing
the Dragon to attack only one of them at a
time, minimising the effects of its breath
weapon. They used various attacks,
attempting to daze, stun and to knock the
Dragon prone, so that it would be hit by
the Doom Sphere rolling around the
perimeter of the central chamber.
This whole time the doors to the Inner
Sanctum were slowly opening, little by
little, but never by enough to allow
anything larger than a mouse to fit
through. The party fought wisely and that
strategy kept them alive. They had
banished the Skeletons, deactivated the
vortex and kept out of the way of the
Doom Sphere and the Dragon. The
Dragon did a few fly-by attacks on
Hannibus but it was not strong enough to
pick him up and fly away with him.
A minute after the Proving Grounds
were activated the doors to the Inner
Sanctum finally slammed open, the
Dragon roared and quickly flew towards
them, and landed, blocking the way.
Beyond the doors all that could be seen
was a thick grey mist.
With the Dragon on the ground the
party charged towards it and attacked.
Finnan moved passed it and into the mist,
but he couldn’t see anything and bumped
into something so he turned back and
fought the Dragon.
The Dragon didn’t last very long
standing toe to toe with the whole party there must have been something forcing it
to defend the door rather than fleeing, and
it was quickly killed.
The door to the Inner Sanctum stood
open before the party, beyond it a thick
wall of grey mist completely blocking the
view of what lay ahead.

Session 32: January 21, 2015
The A Company
Thunderspire Labyrinth – Well of Demons
Players at this session: Liam, Luke, Dane,
Michael, Fergal, Bryan, Martin and MJ.
Standing in front of the grey mist the party
decided to move forward. At first
Murdokulus and Finnan entered the mist
standing on the floating disc that
Murdokulus had previously cast in the Hall
of the Crimson Whip. As they entered they
realised that they couldn’t see anything
beyond a couple of inches in front of them,
and also that the mist completely blocked
all sound. They got a short distance in,
bumped into something, poked it with a
staff, turned around and went back.
Eli and Finnan then entered the mist on
foot, with a rope tied around Eli’s waist.
Eli and Murdokulus had set on a
communication method involving pulling
on the rope. Eli quickly realised that the
first obstacle was a door. He opened it;
more mist, and moved forward, all the time
signalling back to Murdokulus using the
rope. There was another door, which he
opened to reveal The Inner Sanctum. There
was a large idol of the Demon Lord
Baphomet on one side, while on a raised
area on the other side was Maldrick (a
Gnoll with large bat-like wings) who was
casting a ritual at an altar. Maldrick was
assisted by a Balgura Demon, a giant
Minotaur Skeleton and four carnage
Demons. Near the altar was a magic ritual
circle, in which the two missing women
from the Horned Hold lay unconscious.
Before Eli could signal back to
Murdokulus to move forward, Finnan
charged into the room, straight towards the
altar where the ritual was being performed,

and attacked the giant Skeleton. He
immediately got swarmed by the Carnage
Demons, attacked by the giant Skeleton
and Maldrick and was almost killed before
Eli could signal to Murdokulus and enter
the room to join the fight. The Balgura
Demon, having seen the more lightly
armoured Eli went for him, probably
saving Finnan’s life.
The rest of the party all charged in and
joined the fight. When the Carnage
Demons saw Murdokulus in his robes they
immediately forgot about Finnan and ran
straight at him, not caring about attacks
from other members of the party at they
ran passed.
Murdokulus managed to hold them off
for a while with some defensive spells but
soon realised they were not the easiest
things in the world to kill. He got slashed
at by the Demons a number of times, but
was saved when Fayce and Splug attacked
the Demons from behind and Splug healed
him.
Hannibus used Command, forcing
Maldrick away from the altar so he
couldn’t continue the ritual and saving the
lives of the two women. He was quickly
engaged by other party members. The
party eventually defeated Maldrick and his
lackeys.
Hannibus approached the women and
began tending their wounds while asking
other members of the party to blanket off
an area of the room to give them privacy.
Later he brought the women to the Gnoll
barracks where they slept while the party
rested in shifts.
The A Company travelled back to the
Hall. There the women told Hannibus they
didn’t want to return to their village with
the rest of the freed slaves but wanted to
become adventurers. Hannibus gave them
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some gold and allowed them to retire to
rest. They locked themselves in a room in
The Halfmoon Inn to be alone for the first
time since their captivity.
Earlier, Splug had found a silver key
around Maldrick’s neck - which he was
now wearing - and he could feel it pulling
him somewhere…
1. Chamber of the Well
2. Gnoll Barracks

3. Practice Hall Shrine to Baphomet
4. Shrine to Baphomet
5. The Restless Dead, where the A
Company spoke with the ghosts of the
slain adventurers
6. Hall of Enforced Introspection
7. Hall of the Crimson Whip
8. Hall of the Howling Pillars
9. Sacrificial Cells
10. The Inner Sanctum

D&D Original: Darker Still
Saturday, January 24, 2015
Dungeon Master: Liam O’Shea

Cast of Characters
Jestist Hawk – Fighter
Squire Dane of Shea
Chaerus Lotharian - Elf
Squire Luke of Shea
Cookie Bubblebum – Halfling
Sir MJ of Heffernan - Cameo
Oakly Evergreen – Halfling
Sir Fergal of Moore
Sûe Cashtus – Elf
Sir Martin of Mason
Theron Starr – Mage
Squire Andrew of Meaney
Finnegan Vole Slayer – Halfling
Non-KOMY - Kaeshan Nallanather
Players at this session: Martin, Dane,
Luke, Andrew, Fergal & Kaeshan
If misfortune had a name, it would be Sûe
(Sa-ooh). Six months. The rain did not
stop for six months and thirteen days.
Why? There was only one reason and
everyone knew why. The town of Jarus
was cursed, and that misfortune came
about because of Sûe and his treatment of
the dementedly annoying Gnomes who had
previously visited this locale. Worse, he
had openly attacked Tondo. If there had
been any doubt, the incessant fall of the
rain was only the beginning of imposing
clarity. The town was repeatedly attacked
night after night by Slimes, Oozes,
Gelatinous Blobs, Pit Vipers and Creepy
Crawlies. To enforce that this was indeed a
curse, Sadie (Sad-ee) the Effulunt came
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down with a bad case of Ellerot, also
known as Effuluntoroticus or Servesyourighticus. One would almost believe
that the curse had a personal overture. The
only way to lift the curse was to find
Tondo and undo the wrong. Then the
Gnomes came back – six of the little
blighters, all whacked out on go go juice or
certainly a couple of tankards short of a
keg. The Gnomes were named Hoker
Jester, Chuckles, Smiley, Comica and
Clown. They sang their verses in order
over and over almost as if they were
willing the Characters to listen. The songs
and subsequent taunts offered insight,
permitting the companions to decipher
Tondo’s fate - a path that led to Cookiebix
Mountains and a faceoff with two sinister
beings, Bobb and Grunte.
‘Round and round the blueberry bush,
Tondo is dragged by the tush. Through the
brambles and over rock, they scape his
body and tear at his…locks, chuckle,
chuckle.’
‘Tondo has been taken. They put him in
his place. He’s down beneath the earth
now with a rock upon his face, he he he.’
‘Tondo never liked us Gnomes. He made
us wander, he made us roam. To keep us
from our evil ways he came to seek a
home. Instead he found a demon soul full
of lordly might, a king of self-delusion
spoiling for a fight, guffaw, guffaw.’
‘Tondo is a fool of piety, with a face of a
monster. His gentle heart is sickening and
his benevolence spells disaster. They’ve
got him now in a pickle, deep within the
dark, under the mountain where sweetness
is its mark, giggle, giggle.’
‘Tondo, Tondo is in woe, in pits of poison,
in the far below. His screams fill the night.
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His cries consume the day. As long as
Tondo is in the dark, the light will fade
away.’
‘All the little piggies skewered on a spit,
roast ‘em, fry ‘em, boil ‘em eat ‘em, serve
‘em to the pit. Oh the little wonder souls
will taste so good. Tondo’s heart is
breaking as we make him drink their
blood.’
One of the Gnomes suddenly stopped and
recited the following:
And he who harms Tondo suffers the fate
of living amongst the lower species until
all they hold dear falls to sickness. Only in
undoing the harm with a service of equal
goodness will the curse be broken.
The Gnomes screamed out: no backsies!
No backsies! No backsies!
The Lords of Jarus question the Gnomes
further and the last pieces of the puzzle of
Tondo’s disappearance fell into place.
‘Under the sweeter name.’
‘Lost in a pit of mountainous proportions.’
‘Down, down, down, in a pit of fire.’
‘Follow the smell of bacon burning. Sweet,
sweet, bacon!’
‘If you don’t hurry, the crumble will begin
to crunch.’
‘That is how it crumbles.’
After a few minor mishaps, the Lords of
Jarus led an expedition into the mountain
where they confronted Bobb and Grunte,
entities from the Plane of Earth who took
great delight in tormenting and torturing
Tondo. All the little piggies had been
slaughtered, but their Master still held on
to life. Bobb and Grunte were defeated
after a short but bloody battle. Sûe freed
Tondo, righting a great wrong.

Tondo forgave the Elf. He explained that
he was a Paragon, travelling the lands to
imprison the deviant souls so that they
could be restored to sanity after
undergoing an age of penance. Until they
were redeemed they remained trapped in
the guise of Gnomes. Occasionally one or
more escaped and Tondo was tasked to
track them down and bring them home.
The Paragon bestowed great gifts upon the
Lords of Jarus and their companions.
The Wagons of Wonder – Tondo’s
extradimensional wagons.
The Halflingesque/Gnomish too small
for Dwarvish armour of Begondor.
The Jester’s Threads without the lead.
OMG Sword of Taking Names.
The Big Chests of Transference.
The Staff of Gord Dûn
The last item caused the greatest stir as it
was directed solely at Sûe, who was
overcome with awe…
‘Oh my…oh my god…it’s…it’s…I’m…
I’m…Batman!
Sûe donned the Cloak of the really cool bat
and as he looked around, he realised that
the hideout of Bobb and Grunte was
perfect for his future ventures and would
make an awesome Bat Cave. Sûe soon
became aware that the cloak had an
unanticipated property – it imbued the
Character with a moral compass, an
overwhelming urge to protect the innocent
and the weak and to save those in need.
With the curse lifted, the Lords of Jarus
returned to the town to prepare for what
was yet to come. The Gnomes were gone,
but one of the names of the demented fools
was scrawled in blood on every door in
Jarus – The Hoker will return!

The Con of Con beckons, a very special
event that is not limited to attending UK
Games Expo. This is BryCon. This is
BirmingCon. Oh, and a little UK Games
Expo thrown into the mix to complete a six
nights/seven days extravaganza event!
There are better Cons, but there is no better
experience to be part of if you have
anything to do with the Knights of
Misspent Youth. KennelCon may be our
featured KOMY party of the year, but
BryBirmingExpoCon (BBEC) is the one
that will always be the most anticipated of
this year!
BRYBIRMINGEXPOCON (BBEC)
Tuesday, May 26 – Monday, June 01 2015
DAY ONE – Tuesday, May 26
Arrive Birmingham and take the train to
Burton-Upon-Trent
Refreshments > The Lord Burton as we
slowly make our way closer to the Hotel
Book into Hotel or drop bags @ 13:00
The National Brewery Tour @ 14:00
The Great Drinking Tour of Burton-UponTrent before and after dinner
Dinner > Steakhouse
Bryan’s Big 50th Birthday Finish!
DAY TWO – Wednesday, May 27
Up and at ‘em @ 08:30
Breakfast > The Lord Burton @ 09:30
Last Refreshments in Burton-Upon-Trent
Depart Burton-Upon-Trent @ 12:00
Arrive in Loughborough @ approx. 13:40
Book into Hotel @ 14:00
Refreshments > The Moon & Bell
An evening in JC’s Student Union Bar,
Loughborough University
Dinner > TBA

Cocktails > The Moon & Bell
DAY THREE – Thursday, May 28
Up and at ‘em @ 08:30
Breakfast > The Moon & Bell @ 09:30
The Great Drinking Tour of Loughborough
Cinema > Movie TBA
The Great Drinking Tour of Loughborough
Dinner > The Moon & Bell: Curry Club!!!
Cocktails > The Moon & Bell
DAY FOUR – Friday, May 29
Up and at ‘em @ 08:30
Breakfast > The Moon & Bell @ 09:30
Last Refreshments in Loughborough
Depart Loughborough @ 12:00
Arrive Birmingham @ approx.13:40
Book into Hotel @ 14:00
Refreshments > TBA
Depart for UK Games Expo @ 15:30
UK Games Expo 2015 Day One
Goodbye to Bryan!
Return to City Centre
The arrival of Rando & Tied-On
Dinner > Broad Street
The Long Friday Night of Exploration
DAY FIVE – Saturday, May 30
Up and at ‘em @ 09:30
Collecting the Squires
Breakfast > The Figure of Eight @ 10:30
Depart for UK Games Expo @ 13:00
Return to City Centre @ approx. 19:00
Dinner > Johnny Wong’s
Refreshments > Broad Street
DAY SIX – Sunday, May 31
Up and at ‘em @ 09:30
Breakfast > Brasserie
Refreshments > O’Neill’s
Cinema > Movie TBA

Goodbye to Rando & Tied-On
A Sunday afternoon of liquid exploration
Dinner > Coast to Coast
DAY SEVEN – Monday, June 01
Up and at ‘em @ 09:00
Breakfast > The Figure of Eight @ 10:00
Refreshments > O’Neill’s
Book out of Hotel – leave bags
Shopping and Cocktail Afternoon
Pick up bags
Depart City Centre @ 17:30
Depart Birmingham!
WARNING: These activities and venues
are not set in stone. Participation means all
in. If you want to do it alone or stay behind
during any of the planned activities
(including meals) please do so. Social
protocol means that all bills will be shared
equally without exception. The special
event of BryCon will be discussed
separately as we don’t want the Gully Troll
to know what we have planned.
BURTON UPON TRENT
(The great unknown – some information)
Burton upon Trent Train Station to
Premier Inn 1.2 miles walking (Via
Wellington Rd/A5121)
Burton upon Trent Premier Inn Central
Hotel, Wellington Road, Burton On Trent,
Staffordshire DE14 2DQ
United Kingdom
T: +44 (0) 871 527 9280
F: +44 (0) 871 527 9281
Premier Inn to National Brewery Centre
1.9 miles walking (Via Wellington
Rd/A5121)

by calling +44 (0)1283 532 880 or at
reception on the day of visit.
The National Brewery Centre standard
visitor opening hours are 10:00 – 17:00,
with last entrance at 16.00 and the daily
Guided Tours are at 11:00 and 14:00.
Standard ticket price, including a guided
tour, free car parking and four beer tasting
vouchers per adult, are: £8.95.
National Brewery Centre
Horninglow Street,
Burton upon Trent,
Staffordshire DE14 1NG
United Kingdom
T: +44 (0) 1283 532 880
Train Station to National Brewery Centre
0.6 miles walking (Via Guild St/B5018
and B5416)
Train Station to The Lord Burton 0.6 miles
walking (Via Station Street)
The Lord Burton
154 High Street,
Burton upon Trent,
Staffordshire DE14 1JE,
United Kingdom
T: +44 (0) 1283 517587
Corner House - Flaming Grill
Second Ave, Burton-on-Trent,
Staffordshire DE14 2WF
United Kingdom
T: +44 1283 542321
Hours: 11:00-12:00 a.m.
KENNELCON
a.k.a. THE KOMY KENNEL PARTY
Saturday, July 11, 2015
INVITATION ONLY EVENT

THE NATIONAL BREWERY TOUR
Individual visitors can book day tickets
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Knight of the Year, Fumble Awards and
passing of the torch to the new Seneschal!

The coverings over the canvases dropped
and gasps filled the Exhibition hall,
wonder giving way to shock and
disclosure. The expectation of an
immediate reprisal never came. Matthew
had believed that his exposure of the
Diablo Foundation, those who supported
their efforts, and of course, John Diablo
himself, would be short lived. He had
expected an uproar and immediate
retaliation. He had expected to be grabbed
from the crowd and manhandled to where
he would face the full wrath of John. The
response was not what he had anticipated.
Only Matthew had noticed that one of
the paintings was missing, and he had
finished the revelation of James Murdock’s
anger too late to provide it with a place
amongst the exhibition. James had not
been left out but it was the violence of the
final piece that had touched the man
deeply and revealed his true nature. The
missing disclosure was the one showing
Vera’s infidelity. Its absence on the wall
had gaping implications, but again, there
was no abrupt backlash. While he was in
hindsight pleased that Vera had not been
exposed, he could only surmise that the
painting had been discovered prior to the
opening of the event. It had to be Jake or
Vera. If it had been John or anyone else in
the hierarchy of the Diablo Foundation, the
other creations might have been similarly
removed and censored.
An awful silence descended on the
room. Matthew cast a glance in the
direction of John who scowled his
disapproval. He made no move to restrain
or inhibit the artist. The damage had
already been done. All of those gathered
soaked up the images as the emotions from
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the pieces drew their attention. Matthew
was not altogether immune to the feelings
emanating from the dark portrayal of his
subjects but he had already been exposed
to the sentiments and the impact of any
revelation had been greatly diminished.
Only the snap and flash from the media
attending the event broke the silence and
did anything to lessen the absence of
sound. Perhaps they, like Matthew,
recovered faster due to their repeated
exposure to events of a similar shock value
or surprise. The nature of their vocation
provided a means to stave off being drawn
into the precarious story unfolding in a
disjointed array of images. The paintings
exposed to the gathering were vivid and
alarming but not everyone could grasp the
significance in this abrupt exposure, except
for those directed specifically at John
Diablo and Martin Lake. Of course,
something in each of the paintings had a
striking connotation for specific people –
Jake Hully, Caroline Richards, Alice Lake,
James Murdock, Morris Quibley, and
Matthew. The broader implications to the
Diablo Foundation would take time to
assess, but those not singular in view
portrayed a damning indictment of
Diablo’s history, and in particular – John
Diablo himself.
The overtures and implications could
conceivably be passed off as the madness
of the artist spilling over in some twisted
nightmare into reality, but the paintings
themselves screamed out to be heard. The
truth emanated from the images, a
damning indictment of undeniable fact
woven into a medium that could have been
manipulated to show only what Matthew
Harding wanted the world to see – but
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everyone soaking up the myriad of vistas
felt the veracity of conviction behind each
carefully orchestrated nuance. This was the
truth. It may have been confusing and
hopelessly vain on the part of Harding, but
the reality depicted held to a conviction
that refused to be repudiated.
Jake Hully looked on, realising that
removing the picture that depicted Vera
being used so callously by Matthew
Harding had not been the only one he
should have been concerned about. Why
didn’t he look at the other painting before
the exhibition? His thoughts had only been
with Vera’s shame. Jake was shown
driving the car that killed Caroline’s father,
Doctor Devlin Richards. The images
screamed out at him and all those present.
He had been drunk behind the wheel of the
car and had fled the scene. Morris Quibley
had been working as a valet at the hotel
where Jake had been staying. He
surrendered his keys to him knowing full
well that he wasn’t fit to drive. He never
came forward in the aftermath of the
accident. Morris was dead now, and
oblivious to the implications of his
complicity in Jake’s guilt. The car could
not be traced to him. Jake remembered
every moment of what had happened in the
other life before John Diablo came to wipe
it all away. Jake had gotten drunk because
he had caught his wife in bed with some
casual one-night stand dilettante artist.
Matt Harding had taken her fancy while
Jake had been at a Bar Association
Convention in New York. The missing
picture depicting Vera’s infidelity could
have shown the reason for her husband’s
lapse.
Caroline Richards soaked up each facet
of the story unfolding in the paintings. Her
father had been a big influence in her life
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after her mother had died – his death had
cost her every last shred of confidence.
Caroline’s father was her last living
relative. He had been Martin Lake’s doctor
and would have diagnosed him in time to
save him. Caroline became a debilitating
reclusive. She was raped and died at the
hands of a vividly depicted stranger, the
gardener whose name she never knew, his
skin darkened from working in the
gardens. He was white, thirty-something,
with hair cut so tight it was hard to miss
his face contorted in an expression of hate
driven to malice by the pleasure he took
from Caroline. Her heart gave out to a
similar congenital defect to the one that
had killed Alice’s father – the same defect
that had taken her own mother from her
before Devlin Richards could save her.
Caroline felt a stab of pain in her chest but
she could not turn away from the truth of
her own past life any more than she could
turn from the other images showing what
she was and what she had become, John
Diablo’s harlot and plaything, a whore to
the machinations of man who held her in
utter contempt, like the man who had
raped her.
Murdock was not among the gathering
to witness the truth of his part in the story
unfolding. At least, no one could see him
lurking at the periphery of the room. He
had been moving discreetly to get closer to
Harding as the covering fell from the
paintings. Jake’s car crash had delayed
Murdock from getting home. He had been
a long haulage trucker. This became the
last straw for his wife, Lauralye, on the eve
of their anniversary. She turned to
Murdock’s friend, Bill Travers, after a
little too much wine, and began the long
slide on the slope of her infidelity. It was
perhaps best that there was a missing
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painting, the one in Harding’s studio that
had driven the artist to violently attacking
Murdock. The overwhelming fury of the
missing images might have adversely
affected the audience. Murdock soaked up
the scenes as much as anyone else. He was
both captivated and rendered inert while
the whole story played out.
Alice’s eyes filled with tears as her
whole sordid past played out before her
and everyone else in the room. Her father
was dead, but the images showed a man
who had preyed on his daughter, a twisted
and deviant soul who wore the visage of
bitterness. Alice’s mother gave into
despair and drove her daughter into the
gutter. Jack Gabriel offered kindness and
hope. He was shot in an alley before he
could get back to save Alice from those
who would turn her to a life of
prostitution, alcohol and drugs. She looked
on the scene of his anguish as he tried
frantically to crawl from the alley, his hand
reaching towards her in utter desperation.
The images were a revelation to Jack.
He was connected to Alice. She was
innocent. He tried so hard to save her. Jack
arrested Alice to protect her. She believed
he forgot about her and left her to the
wolves. He was shot twice in the back and
spent four months in hospital. The images
filled Jack’s mind with a clarity that
explained her animosity. By the time he
came back from the brink, she was gone,
lost in the mire of her fall from grace. Jack
could see subtle connections to the others.
He was near the scene of Jake’s crash. He
had arrested Morris Quibley for possession
while working narcotics. He had been on
the periphery of Alice’s life, never quite
meeting her again. He had cautioned
Matthew Harding while the artist was in a
drug stupor. Jack had looked different
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then, younger, eager and embroiled in the
guise of his undercover persona. He had
been with Engelhardt when Caroline’s
body was taken away, and again when
Murdock was arrested for Lauralye’s
murder.
The whole gathering soaked up the
vistas with little understanding of many of
the views imposed by the pictures or the
emotions they evoked. John Diablo was
there throughout, and in other scenes of
historical tragedy. He stood on the
platform with Adolf Hitler during his rise
to power, and looked forlorn as the flames
engulfed his ambitions. Later he was the
shadow behind John Fitzgerald Kennedy.
He pulled the proverbial strings of a man
on the verge of holding the reins of the
world under the yoke of a terrible and
prolonged war, one that promoted the
interests of shadowy figures standing out
of view. In lesser scenes he was depicted
engaging in carnal deviant acts with the
victims of Morris Quibley. Diablo marked
each of the women for the errant sociopath
to dispose of, manipulating and controlling
his willing and eager puppet to satisfy his
own vain idiosyncrasies. Morris Quibley
was dead. The ends depicted in the scenes
were in conflict. One showed Jack and
Engelhardt shooting the errant worm, the
astonished look on his face as he fumbled
to conceal one of his dead victims as
bemusing to the deviant as the appearance
of a gun brandished in his hand. It slipped
involuntarily to the ground as if it had been
as unreal as the dead woman in the trunk
of his car. The other portrayed Murdock
hanging Quibley after he choked the
aberrant dupe to death. John Diablo stood
watching with a satiated smile etched on
his face, the features depicted without the
concealing shadows of his past. He was
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exposed. In some of his sordid interactions
with Quibley, he was not alone, but the
only face that pierced the haze was that of
Martin Lake. The senator indulged his own
fantasies with aplomb before the worst
kind of voyeurs, those who applauded his
basest acts of utter immorality.
The gathering was stunned to silence.
The media had soaked up every facet and
were already in the throes of ecstasy at the
potential for scandal. Where was the proof
that any of these paintings depicting
anything more than just the imaginings of
an artist who had always been more than a
little unstable? John Diablo knew the value
of impressions, imagined or otherwise. He
also knew the damage the truth could
inflict on his schemes. Martin Lake would
be tarnished by the betrayal of Harding and
plausible deniability would not save him.
Matthew was a fool, but he would not have
risked all with just these paintings alone.
They could be destroyed, explained away
or denied. John knew that Matthew had
exposed more than just the vistas in this
Expedition. The people here represented
the support that Martin Lake needed to rise
to power. The doubt he sowed would be
damning and ultimately fatal to the cause.
Matthew was a fool, but he had played
them well. John had never seen him as a
tangible threat. They knew that everyone
had a breaking point, but the artist was
expected to end his perceived usefulness
by taking his own life. Each of the tragic
souls John had chosen was fully
anticipated to behave in the way their very
nature’s dictated. It was at the core of their
being. Matthew’s paintings could be
portrayed as fantasy. The images they
depicted were inconceivable. They could
be denied. However, the power behind the
vistas had already caused more damage
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than the sensationalism of the more
immediate effect. They were potent not
just for the images they depicted but for
the truth they burned deep into the minds
of anyone who saw them, which would
soon be everyone once the media
disseminated Matthew’s work, something
that John knew his rebellious pawn would
not leave to chance. Matthew Harding had
already sent the images of his exhibition
out to the media of the world, as he always
did just prior to a showing. The
consequences of his actions were yet to be
felt but this incarnation was over. John
Diablo had lost again.
Matthew Harding became aware of his
own peril, as the premonition of his brutal
demise washed over him. He had already
seen the scenes to which he had been
exposed, past and present. When the
impression hit him, he saw Murdock
skulking nearby, captivated by his own
exposure to the truth. Matthew could not
wait for the applause or condemnation. He
fled, retreating further into the hotel until
he was trapped and had no place to go but
up. The doors that would have permitted
escape had been locked and he could only
guess that Murdock had a hand in closing
off all avenues of egress. He followed the
curiously austere steps of the emergency
stairwell upward to the roof, where he
embraced the cold with all the fear of a
cornered animal who could do nothing to
offer more than a feeble defence. He was
trapped, by fate and in a very real sense.
His mind and body cried out in alarm as
the chill took hold and supported the scene
of his past demise. He was beyond feeling
the discomfort of being cold but his hands
now trembled with fear. Matthew Harding
did not want to die. He had never wanted
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to die. The absurdity of that realisation was
too late to save him. He looked to the
heavens and saw the startling clarity of a
star filled sky. The majesty of the vista
seemed all at once cruel and mocking. The
door opened and closed behind him.
Matthew did not have to turn to know it
was Murdock. He could almost feel the
deep seething rage emanating from the
man. When the door opened and closed
again, the artist turned to face the man he
had
attacked
when
he
became
overwhelmed by a version of Murdock’s
truth. Diablo’s enforcer looking like a
snarling animal, akin to a bull tearing up
the ground as it readied itself for a charge
that would signal Matthew’s end. The
artist was transfixed, held in place by an
impression of fire that offered no relief to
the cold or his debilitating fear.
‘Put the hammer down,’ screamed a
man behind Murdock. He was the one who
could save Alice. He had a gun and it was
pointed at Diablo’s enforcer.
Murdock did not turn to face the man.
His fists were clenched tight, one about a
grim masonry hammer, the other empty
though equally capable of beating Matthew
to a bloody pulp without the need of such a
coarse implement. He already knew that
Alice’s saviour would be too late to stop
Murdock.
‘I am not going to tell you again, drop
the hammer and get down on your knees!’
A shot rang out. A futile warning. Any
hope that Matthew clung to, dissipated as
Murdock lunged forward and pummelled
him with the gruesome hammer. The blow
shattered his jaw and sent him reeling
backward. He teetered on the edge of the
roof, held there for a moment by
circumstance and then he fell. The moment
seemed surreal and lasting but in truth it
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was over quickly. Matthew lasted only
long enough to hear another shot ring out,
but he was beyond knowing or caring
about the outcome. The back of his neck
hit the edge of a handrail on the walkway
below as the rest of his body continued
onward. His skull was crushed moments
before the awful snap of his neck
reverberated through this tragic night. The
audible declaration testified to his end
without the need for a visual verification.
Above, Murdock dropped to his knees
as Jack emptied the clip into his back, two
cutting through the raging miscreant’s
heart. Too much blood burst forth from his
chest as if the anger forced it to erupt with
greater pressure. Murdock did not fall
forward for a moment. Then his mind
closed to the realisation of his death as he
slumped to the floor of the roof in a pool
of blood betraying the verity of his demise.
Nothing could have saved him from this
end, but the macabre smile that curved his
lips seemed strangely out of place.
Alice appeared on the roof a split
second before Caroline, Jake, Vera and
John Diablo.
Jack was standing over Murdock
checking for a pulse. He ran his fingers
through his hair and shook his head. The
rain began to fall.
John Diablo looked on the others in turn
and frowned.
‘All good things must come to an end,’
he growled. ‘A pity. So be it. You are no
longer of any use to me.’
With those cryptic and sinister words
time wavered. Jack felt the sting of two
bullets hitting him in the back as he fell to
oblivion.
COMING IN ISSUE THIRTEEN
Part XIX – A State of Death

FIREARMS & EXPLOSIVES
Should you let the Characters play
with things that go boom?
Every Player loves guns and things that go
boom, even in a medieval fantasy game.
The trick for the GM is not permitting
these to upset the balance. Yes, I know
most games have a magic element and
some of those spells can be awesome, but
imagine putting some of that firepower in a
medieval version of a gun, or a grenade, or
anything that the imagination can dream
up to give the Players what they want
without digressing too far away from a
story or upsetting the equilibrium. Guns
are just too cool to exclude them from any
game. Some of the ways these elements
have been handled in previous games
include imposing real restrictions, such as
a propensity for the ammunition to explode
at extreme temperatures. Explosives and
firearms are dangerous, but no more
dangerous than misusing magic. The
cautious GM may not wish to give into the
aspirations of the Players for their
Characters. If you do not want to permit
firearms, perhaps explosive tipped arrows,
bolts and sling bullets would serve to
satisfy the boys with toys desire to be a
gunslinger for hire in a medieval fantasy
setting, when a sword for hire is not
enough. Repeating crossbows are a
suitable alternative in keeping with most
settings. In the end, it is up to the GM.
Firearms and explosives can be offset with
a chance of failure, and a smaller chance of
causing lasting or catastrophic damage to
the shooter and his companions.

There are pros and cons to permitting
firearms and explosives in a game. As long
as the GM is confident that he can marshal
their use, their inclusion should not pose
much of a problem. However, it would be
well to note to the Players making such
requests that the door swings both ways. If
they are available to the Characters, they
will be available to those who may seek to
do them harm. This coupled with any
potential downside the GM seeks to
impose may make the inclusion of firearms
and explosives too prohibitive to sate the
aspirations of the Players.
What kind of weapons should the GM
include? Explosive globes are effective.
They can be set to do damage over a range
similar to a fire based spell, such as in
Fireball in D&D or set damage such as
several notable fire based spells from
Knightshade. Like spells, the GM should
not to make the explosives too powerful,
or too readily available. Guns based on the
blunderbuss or Victorian era firearms are
best. They can take all forms but the
damage must be in keeping with other
weapons in the game. Embellishments can
include precious metals and jewels,
making the items prized not just for their
destructive quality but also for their value.
Haldarin Mountcharles is a notable
Character in one of my games. Haldarin
carries two ivory handled single shot
pistols that he seldom draws unless in clear
line of sight or when he needs to keep an
antagonist at bay that he cannot permit to
step within melee range. Otherwise he uses
his sword. Both weapon types are used in
perfect balance.

My time as Seneschal is coming to an end.
This is my penultimate declaration as I
look to select a successor from the ranks of
the Knights of Misspent Youth (KOMY).
Remember, before you throw your hat in
the mix; make sure that you want it. If all
you intend to do is to pay lip service to
being the guiding hand of KOMY, then
this is not for you. We are at a critical
juncture, where the club needs funding and
the membership need direction. 2015-2017
may yet prove a challenging chapter in
KOMY, especially in keeping those ties
between the membership strong. I don’t
think I will be sad to hand over the reins.
There are times when I would have gladly
walked away from it all, but then I take the
time to remember why we do this, why we
play, why we stay together, and who we
are, then I know the effort is worth the
reward. For my successor, don’t stay in the
shadows. Look to do something new. The
worst that the membership can do is say
‘no’. Challenge all of our Knights and
Squires to promote KOMY and…make
money to push the club into financial
stability. The best way to save is to not
spend. The Seneschal does not have to be
popular. He has to be more than the sum of
the membership. Again, make sure you
truly want it!
As for the games, they will always be at
the core of the reason we gather week after
week. Friendship is often easy to find and
hard to keep. Even true friends drift apart,
but for those who really matter, they will
always come back.
I have covered the past and the future,
now I need to look to the present. The
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games are running well. There may be
changes from time to time but we have
largely managed to strike the right balance.
Before WarpCon XXV I had some
discussion about excluding my traditional
game from the event, and this met with a
reaction from our two junior Squires. The
protests were surprising. They were quick
to use my own words against me – never
make a tradition if you intend to break a
tradition. I pressed for an explanation of
this uncharacteristic outburst. Our two
Squires have been playing at WarpCon
since they were six years old, they are now
sixteen. This was the only game that they
were currently involved in where their
Characters were of a higher level than our
veteran Players. The protest was
understandable and I immediately reversed
my decision. I am glad that I did. The
game was most enjoyable, not only for the
story but for the revelation that next year’s
WarpCon is themed on Gotham. The story
ended with one of the Characters finding
the Cloak of the Bat (a story that was
conceived before WarpCon XXIV last
year). The Character will essentially
become Batman before the next event
driven game at WarpCon XXVI. How
prophetic is that?
Our current game calendar, just like
KOMY, goes on with some changes but
few interruptions. There are many more
stories to be told and we will always be
here to play and listen and nurture the next
generation.

William Anthony Shea
Seneschal
A

Every effort has been made to make the
Schedule for 2014/2015 as accurate as
possible at the time of going to press. It is
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subject to change.
KOMY Game Calendar for 2015/2016
will be updated in May 2015.

Welcome to the Letters page of Fumble
Newszine. This is the place to voice your
opinions on the games we play, BDP
publications, the Knights of Misspent
Youth, and all aspects of gaming.

intended) as
companion.

Dear Fumble,

Yes, David was (and still is) special. I
don’t think that there will ever be a
Character like him again. Check out this
issue, where the redoubtable Gnome
continues to feature in the next instalment
of the Goodies article.

I really enjoyed your In Games article
on The Company of the Goodies and
am looking forward to reading more on
this group in future issues. However, in
the article in Issue 11 you mentioned
the Company of Tears and two
survivors of that group. Will you be
covering their past and how it relates
to Claudia Harker and The Goodies in
future articles as I would be interested
in hearing more about Claudia’s past.
A Goodies Fan.
Dear Goodies Fan,
That is a really good idea. I have
forwarded the suggestion to those
responsible for putting the article together.
Dear Fumble,
I read with interest (and some envy)
your article in Issue 11 on the Goodies
adventuring group, especially your
portrayal of David the Gnome. He must
certainly have been a very brave
fighter and of great importance to the
group as a whole given the amount of
gold they appear to have spent on his
many resurrections. I look forward to
reading more and discovering if any
other members of this party stand
equal to his stature (Gnome pun
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an

adventurer

and

Avid Fan of Fumble.
Dear Avid Fan,

Dear Fumble,
My DM is a f#@&er! I just can’t catch a
break to recover my Daily Powers and
believe me, he doesn’t pull any
punches. To top it off, Healing Surges
are constantly depleted, the enemy is
coming out of the walls and my
Character is more in desperate need of
sleep than me. My Character needs to
rest to be an effective, contributing
member of the group. Fatigue,
challenges and no hope of a respite
means that we will inevitably fail. I am
seriously thinking of spiking his water!
Jaded.
Dear Jaded,
Get over it! Don’t you think that the DM
has enough to do without listening to you
whine? Maybe you need to keep
something in reserve and play smarter.
Also, you don’t need to use profanity to
get your point across. Show the DM some
respect. You wouldn’t last five minutes in
my game. You obviously have no idea
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what it takes to prepare and run a game.
Dear Fumble,
I am sorry if I have been overly critical
in my correspondence in the past. I did
not mean to belittle the effort it must
take to produce the Newszine time and
time again. Would that other groups
went to such lengths to keep in touch
with their Players, past and present. I
do hope that your gamers appreciate
all that you do. I wish I was part of a
like-minded group.
S.
Dear S,
Thank you for your kind words. Please do
feel free to offer your opinion, positive and
negative. We are not offended or put out
by your correspondence. We welcome all
opinions and we do try to take every
readers feedback on board. I do hope you
enjoy the new issue and the new format.
Featured Letter: I want Gnome Slippers.

A rant without reply!
Damn it, GM, give me a break! I want to
take a breather now and then and spend
some of the money I have acquired from
the deep dark cesspit of a world full of
nasty creatures and mysterious strangers
who want nothing more than screw me
over. What does a man have to do to get a
pair of Gnome slippers and enjoy the
moment? Yes, Gnome slippers, not
slippers made by Gnomes – SLIPPERS
MADE FROM GNOMES! I want to bathe
in ale and buy the things that matter and
stay in the best inns or even buy a place in
the town I frequent to call my own, even
though I know my possessions will be
short lived and you will have someone
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invade or destroy the town the following
day. I want Halfling pantaloons, but this
time I mean those made by Halflings and
not from the lazy little beggars. A Halfling
knows a thing or two about comfort. Let
me have my moment! If you don’t, well…I
will just have to stop! Stop what I hear you
say? Stop being so damned heroic. A
feathered bed, long nights of spending, a
woman (or two) to warm my bed and help
me spend – a moment to know why we are
fighting at all. When will the darkness
end? If it has no hope of ending, a brief
respite will not impact a story too much.
Oh, and I hate f#@king Dragons. They are
all snarl and bitey with melodramatic bouts
of badness but they are too pathetic to have
any hope of getting a real scare out of a
group of walking mayhems. Adventurers
don’t care about dying when there is
nothing to live for – so park the Goliath or
the big assed Dragon and go for the
subtlety of something darker and less
obvious. I have rarely met a Dragon
worthy of the effort of killing it. If you
don’t give your Player’s something for
their Characters to lose, you might as well
throw a book at them! Sometimes you
have to kill someone to make a point, and I
mean really – no coming back dead, not
the fairy story kind of dead where someone
kisses his boo boo and hey presto – right
as rain. If death is a little too far, a nice
maiming will do. So I will say it again,
who do I have to screw over to get Gnome
slippers? Not slippers made by a Gnome,
not slippers made for a Gnome, slippers
made from a Gnome (preferably two)☺.
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